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 ONE MAN kann rocks Cape Town 

 

After six weeks on the road, crossing 11 border posts across nine southern 

African states, the ONE MAN kann Journey rolled into Cape Town to visit the 

MAN Truck & Bus dealership in Brackenfell. 

 

The crew, led by adventurer, Riaan Manser and professional long-haul truck 

driver, Nduna Chari, who are piloting the new Euro 5 MAN TGX 26.540 on its 

maiden voyage, engaged with a crowd of over 100 guests at the commemo-

rative event held at the dealership on 26 October.  

 

Opening proceedings was MAN Truck & Bus SA Managing Director, Geoff du 

Plessis, who welcomed MAN customers, members of the media and strategic 

partners on the ONE MAN kann Journey (MANLINE for loaning Chari, VW for 

use of two Amarok bakkies, Henred Fruehauf for the trailer, Castrol, Good-

year and Roll Back Malaria). 

 

“Cape Town is an important centre for MAN with this Brackenfell dealership 

so strategically positioned along one of South Africa’s busiest logistics corri-

dors, the N2. Furthermore, Cape Town’s economic impact on the South Afri-

can economy is significant, with tourism, agriculture, technology and educa-

tion each giving the city a unique position in both domestic and international 

arenas. 

 

“MAN has been a contributor to the development of the city in no small way 

over several decades and it is a pleasure to share the ONE MAN kann Jour-

ney with all our guests here today,” said du Plessis.  

 

The Journey, which commenced in Pinetown on the 8th of September, has 

provided a platform for MAN Truck & Bus to showcase not only the new flag-

ship TGX 26.540 6x4 Euro 5 long-haul truck-tractor but also a host of new 

developments that are geared to position MAN as the leading supplier of 

heavy-duty trucks and buses in the SADC region.  
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From the solar-powered carbon-neutral assembly plant in Pinetown, to new 

private capital MAN dealerships opening in Maputo, Nairobi, Lusaka and 

Windhoek, to new business solutions that form part of MAN’s integrated af-

tersales service offering, the ONE MAN kann Journey provided the ideal plat-

form to showcase MAN’s evolution as a leading transport solutions provider 

to a point where it is now positioned to provide existing and future customers 

in the region with an unprecedented support and service infrastructure. 

 

“After 49 days, the epic ONE MAN kann Journey is nearing completion. It has 

been a fantastic adventure - one that has brought the challenges of cross-

border transport closer to our followers as well as proving the efficiency and 

feasibility of the TGX for long-haul application in Africa and the growing ca-

pacity of our Sub-Equatorial dealer network. 

 

“The Journey also highlighted the efficacy of our driver-training programme, 

ProfiDrive, which prepared Riaan for this odyssey. All told, the ONE MAN 

kann Journey will serve as a historic landmark for MAN internationally, one 

that commemorates our organisation’s 100-years in the diesel truck industry 

as well as MAN Truck & Bus SA’s 53 years in South Africa,” stated du Ples-

sis. 

 

Presenting MAN’s new technology and business solutions, Dave van Graan, 

Head of Truck Division, MAN Truck & Bus SA, said, “The TGX, despite being 

a class-leader, requires an integrated suite of service and support solutions 

that provide transport operators with a one-stop shop which enables them to 

focus on their core business. MAN’s Service Care Package provides custom-

ers of our TGX and TGS EfficientLine ranges with all the necessary intelli-

gence and support to help improve their business performance.” 

 

MAN’s business solutions include MAN Financial Services, repair and 

maintenance contracts, MAN TopUsed, MAN TeleMatics and driver training 

via ProfiDrive. MAN Truck & Bus SA also announced the introduction in 

South Africa of MAN Trucker’s World, a professional driver’s club and MAN 

Service Care. 

 

“MAN Trucker’s World recognises top performing drivers like Nduna and Ri-

aan, in our customer fleets and all TGX drivers will gain access to the club. 
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MAN Service Care is an email and SMS service alerting fleet managers to 

stipulated vehicle servicing requirements and will be offered free of charge to 

all TGX, TGS EfficientLine and MAN’s repair and maintenance contract cus-

tomers,” van Graan explained. 

 

Taking the microphone at the event, Manser reflected on the 14 500km com-

pleted by the ONE MAN kann Journey thus far: “It really is a pleasure to be 

back in the land of ‘milk and honey’, to drive on flat roads and to not have to 

hand over a hundred dollars every time we get stopped by a policeman. Also, 

the Journey helped me and our followers on social media appreciate the real-

ities of professional long-haul trucking.” 

 

Echoing Manser’s sentiments, Chari enthused that it was great to be back in 

South Africa: “Despite all the frustrations we experienced on the trip, from 

delays at border crossing to road blocks and close shaves with badly-driven 

trucks, it was the comfort and ease-of-driving of the MAN TGX 26.540 that 

motivated us to push on positively.”  

 

The ONE MAN kann Journey visits Bloemfontein on 29 October and con-

cludes its odyssey at MAN’s Centurion dealership on 30 October. 

 

 
 
/Ends 
Words – 830 
 
New Episodes every Tuesday 

 
          Youtube.com/mantrucksandbuses 
 
          Facebook Find MAN TRUCK & BUS SOUTH AFRICA on Facebook  
 
         @MANTRUCKBUSSA #OneMANkann  

          Episodes run until 03 November 2015

The MAN Group is one of Europe’s leading industrial players in transport-related engineering, with revenue of approx-
imately €14.3 billion in 2014. As a supplier of trucks, buses, diesel engines, turbomachinery, and special gear units, 
MAN employs approximately 55,900 people worldwide. Its business areas hold leading positions in their respective 
markets.  
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